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quality 

The quality we all love, want & expect
For us, the key to great imagery is to creatively and candidly capture every possible detail on 

the day in camera. This approach provides us the perfect foundation (i.e., just like the days 

of film/negatives) to refine every natural element of your wedding day during one full day 

(minimum) of post-production. This blend of traditional and contemporay methods ensures that 

every photograph you receive has the exact same high-end quality we promise and that you 

enjoy in our portfolios. 
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experience 

We are experienced in weddings, years & awards 
We photographed our first wedding in 1996, and have the experience of 750+ weddings, 400+ 

portrait sessions, countless corporate assignments, and over twenty-five-years as a professional 

photography + film studio. Additionally, we have achieved success with over thirty awards, 

including being voted ‘Best Wedding Photographer’ at the Brides Choice Awards, and achieving 

an Associate membership to the Australian Institute of Professional Photography.
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in-house 

This is huge! 
All of our post-production is handled in-house, and NOT sent elsewhere/overseas to the 

cheapest bidder who has no connection to or understanding of what they are looking at. Code: 

we personally tend to every photograph + film clip we capture for you, from beginning to end. 

Custom in-house design
We expertly custom design each hand-crafted wedding album and professionally edit every 

feature film we produce. Code: (again) this is NOT sent elsewhere and/or overseas. Likewise 

with any custom print, canvas, acrylic mount or artwork, we prepare everything in-house.

Genuine high-resolution & high-definition
Photographs: every digital file we provide is the highest resolution possible, and we never 

provide a digital file with a copyright or DC Images logo plastered across it.

Film: every digital film we provide is in high-definition. However please note, depending upon 

your intended purpose (i.e., online), a smaller file size may be better suited. 

Celebrate On Us
At the time of producing this document, we are offering $250 off any photography + film 

package, and if you book any photography package over $3,250 you can include up to 

$600 worth on complimentary package upgrades, including additional album pages, 35% 

off all hand-crafted parent albums, Fine Art prints, additional coverage, and much more. 
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Trusted local professionals 
There is only one thing we do not source locally in Australia, and that is our custom designed 

coffee-table books. Our hand-crafted wedding and portrait albums, custom framing, canvas 

prints, acrylic mounts and many more custom artworks have all been extensively trialed and 

tested and are provided by trusted Australian locals. 

RAW is best
We always capture RAW data files. Capturing your photographs and film this way ensures we 

are saving all the available digital information and ensures during post-production that we can 

produce the best possible finished product in high-definition and resolution.

No hard sell
Words cannot express how much we dislike the hard sell, so you will never experience it here. 

The last thing we want to do is provide you with a whole bunch of items you do not need or 

want. Simply tell us what you love, want and need, and that is what we will do.

Nothing silly
There will be no price gouging or silly additional travel charges for weddings across Sydney, 

Wollongong and most regions of the Hunter Valley & Blue Mountains - valued at $350+ by 

some Sydney studios.

get the best 
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loving it 

In short.....
We are all about creating experiences, not productions

750+ loved-up couples have already trusted us to photograph + film their wedding

We have received 30+ international and national awards

We were recently voted the ‘Best Wedding Photographer’ at the Brides Choice Awards

Every photograph + film file is professionally edited by us, in-house, not sent elsewhere

We capture stories in creative, honest & naturally sequenced photographs + film

We provide genuinely high-resolution photographs & high-definition film

 

We do this full-time

The big one!
 

This is a big claim, we know, but our knowledge, experience and genuine love of every aspect 

of what we do allows us to guarantee we can make any wedding day better!
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